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The two sounds of swords entering flesh sounded almost simultaneously, and
Lin Yan and Lin Xiaoyun each slashed at each other's bodies, while Lin Yan's
body was once again kicked out ......

After a loud bang ......, Lin Yan's body fell five meters away, and his entire
body had completely become a bloody man, with blood flowing out from his
entire body. His breath had withered to the extreme ......

Lin Xiaoyun, however, didn't take a single step back and only grunted
heavily. He shook off the blood from his longsword and his Qi was rising,
although he was also seriously injured at the moment, having been slashed
twice by Lin Yan. But his injuries were obviously much lighter than Lin Yan's ......

At this moment, Lin Xiaoyun held his sword and walked towards Lin Yan,
walked two meters away from Lin Yan, stood with his sword in his hand, looked
down on Lin Yan condescendingly, and said with a murderous face, "You're
really good, as the forty-seventh generation head of the Lin Clan, I have to
admit that you're really qualified, and even you're much better than me to be
this head of the family. But even if you kill the two of us, so what? Your brother,
Daoichi, died immediately, and so did you, and in the end, you were
failures ......"

Puff ...... Lin Yan's mouth spurted out a mouthful of blood again, his eyes
staring at Lin Xiaoyun. The next moment he struggled to stand up, a bloody
man stood in front of Lin Yan. Lin Yan gripped the dagger in his hand tightly, he



would never admit defeat, he still had the power to strike the last blow and pull
Lin Xiaoyun to his death with him ......

And at this moment, Daoist One, who was standing far away, no longer
even had the strength to stand up. At this moment, he understood Lin Yan's
eyes. He knew that Lin Yan was going to pull Lin Xiaoyun down with him.

Dao Yi also took a deep breath, and likewise, he had the power to
penetrate his entire body and soul for the final blow. Dao Yi also took a look at
Lin Yan, and after locking eyes with him, he tightened his grip on the sword in
his hand ......

"Oh, defeat ah, this farce should be over by now, I haven't been to Huaxia
Lin's ah, but Lin's will be ours in the future. Oh, you ...... can go to hell ...... "Lin
Jungle held his sword in his back hand, and with one movement he rushed
towards Dao Yi who fell to the ground and couldn't stand up... ...

Dao Yi, who was lying on the ground, looked at the explosion rushing
over to the forest jungle, his eyes were completely filled with death intent, as
well as endless madness. Yeah, damn it at the moment, he couldn't hold on any
longer. Dao One's final blow was the last moment when Lin Jungle killed him.
Backhandedly pulling Lin Jungle to die with him. And he, Daoist One, had been
preparing for this day for more than a decade, more than a decade ah ......

But the moment Lin Jungle rushed to him, the long sword in his hand was
about to pierce through his heart. Just as Daoist One was about to use the last



ounce of strength in his life to pull Lin Jungle to a funeral with him. Suddenly Lin
Jungle's body didn't move, a soft puff sound came out, and a long sword
penetrated out of Lin Jungle's back and pierced through Lin Jungle's chest, then
the long sword stirred inside Lin Jungle's body, and Lin Jungle's heart had been
cut into pieces ......

Puff ...... Lin Jungle fiercely spurted out a large mouthful of blood, his eyes
filled with incredulity at this moment. And it wasn't just him at this moment,
even Daoist One, who was lying in front of him, about to fight his last blow, was
the same. A huge shock filled with heartbreak! He and Lin Yan didn't have any
helpers, especially not at the Innate Master level! And the person who had
suddenly appeared behind Lin Jung at this moment was definitely an innate
master level existence, otherwise that person wouldn't have been able to
conceal the two master teachers, him and Lin Jung!

"How ...... how is it possible ......" whisked Yi Lu Yi steak Wu Yi closed forest
jungle eyes stared at him, he couldn't believe it and looked down at his pierced
and cut heart. And at this moment the long sword was still stuck in his chest. Lin
Jungle was about to kill Daoist One, and then Lin Xiaoyun's side would kill Lin
Yan, and their branch would be completely victorious ah. But at this final
juncture, such a mistake would actually occur! Such a reversal ......

Lin Jungfu incomparably turned his head in despair, and then he saw the
face of an unfamiliar Chinese man. The man was very young and very
handsome, he looked to be only twenty or thirty years old, but he had already
advanced to the level of an Innate Master. No, judging by that young man's
scent, he wasn't just a simple Innate Master! It's a world class innate just like Lin
Yan! Although he wasn't as strong as Lin Yan's aura, he wasn't far behind ......

"Gai Shi ......" Lin Jungle looked at Jun Wu Jing, blood pouring out of his
mouth, his breath getting weaker and weaker between breaths ......



Jun Wu Jing sneered disdainfully, "Heh, with just you bastards, you dare to
try to stain my land in China? What are you thinking? Trash ...... "Jun Wu Jing
snorted coldly, drew out his long sword and slashed the head of Lin Jungle with
a fierce swing. This time Lin Jungle couldn't die anymore, there was no
possibility of saving him anymore. And Lin Jungle's head rolled down several
meters away, his eyes were still filled with incredulity, and deep resignation,
but he didn't have a chance. And this young Gai Shi, in his prime, appeared, and
he knew that Lin Yan didn't have a chance either ......
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And right now not only Lin Jungle was stupid, even Daoist One, who was lying on
the ground and constantly spurting blood out, was completely stupid. Stupidly
looking at Jun Wu Jing who suddenly appeared here, he thought about many
people, but he was the only one who hadn't thought about Jun Wu Jing. And in a
sense, they were still enemies with Jun Wu Jing. Before he went south with Lin
Yan, he even went to see Jun Wu Jing. Lin Yan had even injured Jun Wu Jing. And
now Jun Wu Jing actually appeared here!!!!

"You you you ......" Dao Yi pointed at Jun Wu Jing, his face full of shock, at
this moment he didn't know what to say to Jun Wu Jing at all.

Jun Wu Jing took out a bottle of pills from his bosom and tossed it to Dao
Yi and said, "What's all the fuss about? If you don't want to die, you should take
this medicine. It's an ancient medicine from my Jun family's Yi Xi Closure Yi Fu
Lu Fu secret library, and the effect is good, it should save your life. Hurry up,
blind inking all day ......"



"Er ...... "Dao Yi was silly, Jun Wu Jing had just killed Lin Jung, and now he
was giving him medicine. Dao Yi froze and stuffed the pill into his mouth, and at
this moment he didn't doubt for a second that the medicine Jun Wu Jing gave
him was okay. Because if he didn't eat it, it would probably bleed him to
death ......

And after Jun Wu Jing saved Dao Yi again at the moment, he didn't take
care of Dao Yi anymore. Instead, he looked at Lin Yan and Lin Xiaoyun who were
not far away with great interest. At this moment, those two across the street
were also looking at his sudden appearance ......

Lin Xiaoyun was also silly, he never expected that at the last moment, Lin
Jungle would be killed. Killed by this sudden appearance of the Gestalt Innate in
front of him. Feeling the air on Jun Wu Jing's body that was not weaker than him
at all, Lin Xiaoyun's heart was suddenly heavy to the extreme. He was now in a
state of severe injury, but he simply didn't have the strength to fight Jun Wu Jing
anymore ......

"If I'm not mistaken, you are Jun Wujing of the Huaxia Jun Family,
Yanjing's generation's crowning pride ......" Lin Xiaoyun narrowed his eyes and
stared at Jun Wujing while at this moment he reached out and dabbed at
himself several times, stopping the blood flowing outwards. He was
incomparably on guard the first time. It was impossible for him to fight against
Jun Wu Jing in his current heavily injured state. At this moment, Lin Xiaoyun
already had the idea of retreating. After all, Jun Wu Jing was still in his prime, if
he continued to stay, even if he could kill Lin Yan, then he would have to die ......

At this moment Jun Wu Jing faced Lin Xiaoyun's question and nodded his
head with a faint smile on his face, "Mmhmm good, I'm Jun Wu Jing. By the way
you are Lin Xiaoyun right? You should kill Lin Yan. He beat me before he left. Kill
him, and then I'll kill you, okay? Hehehe ......"



Lin Xiaoyun's face looked even worse after hearing that, he was silent for
a while and then suddenly turned to Lin Yan, the next moment he slowly said,
"Jun Wujiao is an outsider, let's put aside the feud between you and me, you
should still have the power to strike the last blow. How about we kill him
together, and then you and I will share life and death?" At this moment facing
the sudden appearance of Jun Wu Jing on the battlefield, Lin Xiaoyun was
planning to unite Lin Yan in unison.

Lin Yan, however, didn't even take care of him, and at this moment Lin
Yan's heart was also full of doubts. He frowned deeply. I wonder why Jun Wu Jing
suddenly appeared here? Was it really like what Jun Wu Jing said, that he was
going to kill him and Lin Xiaoyun? And let the Jun family dominate in Warsaw?
Don't tell me it's really not impossible, and it's very, very likely!

And just as Jun Wu Jing had said, he, Lin Yan, left Yan Jing. He went to the
Jun family, beat Jun Wu Jing once, and forced Jun Wu Jing once by teaming up
with Dao Yi! And now the Lin Clan in Huaxia was infighting, the main vein and
the branch vein killing each other. If everyone in the Lin Clan died here today,
then Jun Wu Jing's Jun Clan would definitely be a dominant family in Huaxia. And
Jun Wu Jing is still a young Yanjing Gai Shi, I'm afraid that in the future, the Lin
family will definitely be unable to hold their heads up in Huaxia ......

Lin Yan had thought of this step in his heart, but now he had no choice.
And he was already planning to die with Lin Yan today. As for what would
happen to the Lin family in the future, he no longer wanted to care ......

Thinking of this, Lin Yan looked deeply at Jun Wu Jing and said, "You want
to kill us? In fact, you don't have to, because I'll die with Lin Tsung Yun today,
and you can totally skip coming to ...... today."



Jun Wu Jing laughed and shook his head, "That's not what I said, Master
Lin, if I hadn't made a move just now, wouldn't your brother have been killed?
Shouldn't you be saying thank you to me now? After all, I just saved your
brother. ......"

"Thank you ...... Then now I'm asking you, can you help me kill Lin
Xiaoyun together? I'll kill myself if you help me kill him! You should be able to
trust my words ......" Lin Yan said seriously to Jun Wu Jing. He was too badly
injured at this point and Lin Xiaoyun was so calculating that although he had
some certainty that he would take Lin Xiaoyun with him, it would be safest if Jun
Wujing could take action. And Jun Wu Jing had just made a move to save Dao
Yi ......

Just the next moment Jun Wu Jing's attitude made Lin Yan even more
confused. I saw the distant Jun Wu Jing standing there laughing, looking at him
and shaking his head and saying, "No, I refuse. Hehe, why should I help you ah,
you punched me several times in Yanjing ah ......"

Lin Yan frowned deeply. Then Jun Wuyou smiled again and said to Lin
Xiaoyun, "Go on, don't be a wimp, Lin Xiaoyun you hurry up and kill Lin Yan,
haven't you been thinking of killing him all along? Go ahead. Go ahead. Go
ahead. Don't worry, I swear I'll never get involved in your fight, you're on ......"

"Eww ...... "Lin Xiaoyun and Lin Yan were both completely stupid at this
moment, not knowing why Jun Wujing was like this, it was a bit too
abnormal ......



But Jun Wu Jing promised not to interfere, which was a good thing after all.
In the next moment, the momentum on Lin Xiaoyun's body boomed, his long
sword pointed at Lin Yan and said, "Heh ...... it seems that your foreign aid won't
save you either, you still have one last strike, right? Come on, let's see if I kill
you, or if you can take me with you ......"

Lin Yan sighed deeply in his heart, knowing that Jun Wuyoung couldn't
count on it. He still had to rely on himself. In the next moment, Lin Yan also
gripped the dagger in his hand, to strike the final blow at Lin Xiaoyun ......

"Lin Tsunami, try moving now?" In the next moment, just as Lin Xiaoyun
was about to unleash a desperate attack on Lin Yan. Suddenly an extremely
cold voice sounded behind him, and at the same time, an air that was not in the
slightest bit weaker than Jun Wu Jing's ghastly innate air suddenly locked onto
him dead behind him, yes, he had been completely locked down unknowingly,
as long as he moved, the person behind him would directly kill him ......

Lin Xiaoyun's face changes dramatically ......

But similarly, at this moment, Lin Yan's face was also changing wildly
when he saw the person standing behind Lin Xiaoyun ......

Lin Hao, dressed in black and without any weapons in his hands, was
currently standing quietly behind Lin Xiaoyun, emitting the monstrous aura of a
Gestalt!!!
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By now, it was already seven o'clock in the morning, and the sunrise had
completely risen, the bright sunlight mapping the entire earth, the golden
sunlight seemed to fill this battlefield full of deadly energy. Yes is vitality, and at
the moment all dressed in black Lin Hao, standing under the sun, as if he came
with a million suns ......

Lin Hao's domineering aura that was unique to the Gestalt Innate was
constantly rising up on Lin Hao's body. Lin Xiaoyun's back was to Lin Hao, and
Lin Yan was facing Lin Hao.

For a moment, Lin Yan looked at the overbearingly imposing Lin Hao,
who was not much less imposing than him. Lin Yan's heart was filled with shock.
Originally, he was thinking of using the news of his death to make Lin Hao break
through that barrier in extreme grief. But what he never expected was that Lin
Hao had actually done it with his own strength. And right now, Lin Hao appeared
here! So that means that Lin Hao already understood everything, yes, Lin Hao
absolutely knew everything, otherwise he couldn't have shown up here at this
time ......

"Hao'er ...... "Lin Yan's lips moved slightly, and although he didn't make
any sound, it was these two words that were spoken. At this moment, two lines
of hot tears fiercely flowed from Lin Yan's eyes ......

"Lin Hao? How is this this ...... possible!!!" Dao Yi looked at Lin Hao who
had suddenly appeared behind Lin Xiaoyun, his mouth wide open, he had been
shocked in his heart just now when Jun Wujing had appeared to save him, but
right now it was far more shocking than that. After all, before he left with Lin
Yan, Lin Hao hadn't broken through to that level! And right now he was feeling
that, Gestalt innate momentum on Lin Hao's body, not weaker than Jun Wu Jing
at all, he was even more horrified ......

Jun Wu Jing smiled as he looked at Lin Hao not far away and listened to
Dao Yi's shocked words, even though he already knew that Lin Hao had broken
through. But at this moment, looking at Lin Hao's overpowering aura, he
couldn't help but sigh, "Yeah, he's still three years younger than me, right? He's
also achieved Gestalt, hehe, he's stronger than me, and as soon as he broke



through, he's not inferior to me, his way of being a clan master is strong, really
strong ...... "

Jun Wu Jing paused and turned to look at Dao Yi, who was sitting on the
ground with a smile, and said teasingly, "Oh, shocked, huh? We're here to save
you, didn't you know that Yee Yee Wo Luk Chak Wo Shan? You guys are getting
old. Why do you keep trying to be something you're not? And trying to fight
everything on your own, hey, day by day, you'll be blind a few times
thinking ......"

"Er ...... "Daoist One choked on Jun Wu Jing's red face and couldn't say a
word. But then Daoist One didn't care, he didn't care about things like cheek.
Can cheek be a meal? You can't, can you? So soon Daoist One smiled, and right
now he was looking at Lin Hao who was standing behind Lin Xiaoyun, full of
excitement!

Previously it was Lin Yan, the father, who had gone to Tian Hai City to
escort his son Lin Hao's wedding, which was considered a father saving his son,
but now Lin Hao had arrived here at Lin Yan's most critical juncture, and as a
Gestalt!!!!

The more Dao Yi thought about it, the more excited he became, and he
couldn't help but shout at Lin Hao, "Lin Hao, good job, your father and I are
proud of you! Good job! Yes!" Dao Yi was just too excited and yelled at Lin Hao at
the top of his lungs ......

At this moment, Lin Xiaoyun also slowly turned around, and then he saw
the mysterious Gestalt that had just locked on to him, Lin Hao! For a moment he
was shocked to his core! Mouth wide open: "You you you ...... actually you? You
were actually able to advance to innate heaven, and it's a gestalt!"

At the moment, Lin Hao didn't even take a moment to pay attention to
Lin Xiaoyun, who had already been spelled into a serious injury by Lin Yan. If he
couldn't take care of Lin Xiaoyun in this state, then he wouldn't be alive. So at
this moment, Lin Hao walked right past Lin Xiaoyun and walked over to Lin Yan.

Lin Hao walked up to Lin Yan and looked at Lin Yan who was covered in
wounds and his entire body was like a bloody man. He was silent, even if he, Lin
Hao, now knew all the truth about Lin Yan's suffering over the years. But if he
were to say that he should just follow Lin Yan right now like the other father and
son. He wouldn't be able to do it.



So in the end, Lin Hao could only take a deep look at Lin Yan with red
eyes and tossed Lin Yan a medicine bottle that was the Jun Family's secret
healing medicine given to him by Jun Wu Jing. Lin Hao's lips moved and his eyes
were incomparably complex as he said to Lin Yan, "Hurry up and heal your
wounds, don't think of dying like this. What you owe me, what you owe my
sister, and what you owe grandmother are all too much, don't think of just dying,
your debts are still unfinished. If you dare to die, don't expect us to burn paper
for you ......"

After Lin Hao said this, he turned around and stopped looking at Lin
Yan ......

And Lin Yan looked down at the medicine Lin Hao had given him, and
then looked up at Lin Hao's back deeply. He took a deep breath, and the next
moment, he just sat on his knees and began to heal his wounds. Lin Yan's heart
was also incomparably complicated at the moment. But at this moment, at his
most difficult moment, Lin Hao appeared forcefully. All that this scene brought
him was a deep shock, along with a deep emotion!

In the next moment, Lin Yan simply closed his eyes and stopped looking
at Lin Hao, he didn't even care about Lin Xiaoyun anymore. Just with his eyes
closed, Lin Yan's tears were still flowing down and he couldn't stop them. Strong
as Lin Yan was, he hadn't known how long it had been since he had cried. And
this time, looking at his son, who came to save him, he was incomparably
touched ......

Lin Yan ate the medicine and swallowed it with a mouth full of blood, his
tears couldn't stop flowing down. And now Lin Hao was picking up what was
stuck in the ground, Lin Yan's long knife, which was Lin Yan's weapon, a Tang
knife that was handed down from the Tang Dynasty.

Lin Hao didn't bother with Lin Yan anymore, because the most important
thing at the moment was to kill Lin Xiaoyun! Lin Yan had a grudge against Lin
Xiaoyun, and likewise he, Lin Hao, had a grudge against Lin Xiaoyun! If Lin
Xiaoyun hadn't started the civil unrest back then, then his mother wouldn't
have died. So Lin Hao and Lin Xiaoyun's hatred was completely unholy! And
now half of Lin Xiaoyun has been knocked out by Lin Yan. Then the remaining
half should rightfully have him, Lin Hao, to end it himself ......



In the next moment, Lin Hao raised the long blade in his hand towards Lin
Xiaoyun, and his Gestalt innate momentum exploded in full force without a
single hint of hiding. He didn't care about sneak attacks, he just wanted to kill
Lin Xiaoyun head-on.

Lin Hao held the long blade in his hand and pointed at Lin Xiaoyun and
slowly said, "Jun Wujing won't interfere, you and I will duel to the death, kill me
and I guess you can kill Lin Yan too. You live ...... or you are killed by me, you
die ......" Lin Hao's voice had an endless coldness, and the killing intent on his
body had condensed to an extreme!
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Lin Xiaoyun looked at the father and son in front of him and was deeply shocked,
the father was a Gestapo and also a generation Gestapo, the son wasn't even
worse than the father! And then thinking of his descendants, Lin Xiaoyun was
incomparably envious. At this moment, Lin Xiaoyun looked at Lin Hao who had
raised his sword. He didn't choose to make the first move, but looked at Lin Hao
and said.

"I feel like I'm going to die, and Lin has you and your father, it's pretty
good, I'm sure that in the future Lin will definitely be able to flourish, and then
even recreate the ancient glory! But even if I will die, I will fight you with all my
might, and you should be careful not to kill me, even though we are both from
the Lin Clan, I won't show you any mercy ......" Lin Xiaoyun looked deeply at Lin
Hao, and his momentum kept climbing and climbing again. Lin Hao hadn't
chosen to sneak up behind him just now, and if Lin Hao had just sneaked up,
even if he couldn't kill him, he probably wouldn't have any battle power left.

It was just that Lin Hao didn't open his mouth in the face of Lin Xiaoyun's
words. He would kill Lin Xiaoyun today, so at this moment, after Lin Xiaoyun had
just finished speaking, he instantly rushed in front of Lin Xiaoyun, his entire
body exploding, his heart infinitely enlarged with the killing intent that had
accumulated in his heart for more than a decade, exploding all over at this
moment. Even the long knife that was held in Lin Hao's hand, at this moment it
emitted a blade sound ......



Yes, Lin Hao didn't even think of a long death battle with Lin Xiaoyun, it
was this knife, he put all the strength of his body, the obsession in his heart for
more than ten years, hatred, monstrous killing spirit, and his way of killing, all
integrated into this knife, and slashed at Lin Xiaoyun head-on ......

When the knife was still in mid-air, Lin Xiaoyun felt an intense and
extreme life and death crisis. Facing the bombardment of a Gestalt innate, he
didn't dare to retreat in the slightest, because once he retreated, it was death
er yi shan ai er cover, and there was no other possibility ......

And at this moment, Lin Xiaoyun understood that Lin Hao was the one
who would decide life and death with this one slash! Can, after Lin Xiaoyun
understood Lin Hao's meaning, also instantly without any more reservations,
drummed up all the strength in his body, all the battle intent in his heart, and
the obsession that he had for so many years, he wanted to take charge of Lin's,
raised his head long sword, and met Lin Hao's long sword head-on ......

Just the next moment, after a loud bang, the long sword in Lin Xiaoyun's
hand was cut off by Lin Hao in one go. The first part of the sword was cut off by
Lin Hao, and the second part of the sword was cut off by Lin Xiaoyun, and the
third part of the sword was cut off by Lin Hao.

Lin Xiaoyun's body stayed frozen, his eyes staring at Lin Hao, his mouth
moving slightly as he wanted to say something else. His body suddenly turned
directly into two halves, centered on the long knife on the ground, and fell down
to the sides ......

And the one that was just cut by Lin Hao, the half of Lin Xiaoyun's sword
blade, cut across the side of Lin Hao's face, leaving a deep bloodstain and
cutting off a few strands of Lin Hao's hair ......

"You're strong, but you deserve to die ......" said Lin Hao without any
emotion as he looked at Lin Xiaoyun's corpse. Lin Xiaoyun was definitely a
ruthless person, and if he and Jun Wujing hadn't come today, the possibility of
Lin Yan and Dao Yi failing would have been very high.

And right now, after Lin Hao had killed Lin Xiaoyun with a single slash,
Daoyi was deeply shocked. In his mind, he kept deducing Lin Hao's slash just
now, and in the end, he was horrified to discover that even he, if he had been



standing at Lin Xiaoyun's place just now, wouldn't have been able to resist Lin
Hao's slash ......

Puff ...... In the next moment, Lin Hao, who killed Lin Xiaoyun with a single
slash, his face was also fiercely pale, and his mouth couldn't help but spurt out
a mouthful of blood. There was blood mist spurting out from the pores of his
entire body at the moment. It wasn't that simple to slash a long-established and
famous Innate Master head-on. That slash that Lin Hao had just made was a
complete two hundred percent explosion, that slash had burned everything he
had, and I'm afraid that even Lin Hao himself wouldn't be able to slash like that
again in a short period of time ......

"How strong ......" Jun Wu Jing looked deeply at Lin Hao at this moment.
For the first time, a great sense of crisis had risen in his heart towards Lin Hao!
The result of Dao Yi's deduction of that slash just now was that he couldn't block
it. And in fact, not only Dao Yi, even he, Jun Wu Jing, had deduced it once, and
the result of the deduction was that he was only half sure that he would be able
to block it, and the other half was that he would be beheaded by Lin Hao, so at
this moment, when Jun Wu Jing looked at Lin Hao again, there was already a
hint of an inexplicable taste in his eyes ......

In the next moment, as if Lin Hao had sensed something, he slowly
turned his head to look at Jun Wu Jing. He took a deep look at Jun Wu Jing and
said, "You want to fight now?"

At this moment, Lin Hao was covered in blood mist, his face was pale,
and blood was still flowing out of the corners of his mouth. He wasn't friends
with Jun Wu Jing and one day, he would have to return to Yanjing. And now after
Lin Xiaoyun's death, the time for him to return to Yanjing would probably still be
earlier ...... So he and Jun Wujing, these two giants of the world, will still have a
battle sooner or later ......

And now as Lin Hao's words fell, Lin Yan, who was sitting behind Lin Hao
healing his wounds, fiercely opened his blood-red, incomparably red eyes and
turned his head to look at Jun Wu Jing ......
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Jun Wu Jing's eyes narrowed, honestly just now he saw Lin Hao seriously injured,
he really had that thought in his heart. Moreover, now that Lin Yan and Dao Yi
were both half-dead, if he made a move, the Lin family in Huaxia would
basically be finished. In the future, there was basically no one in Warsaw who
could suppress him. Now was such an opportunity for him.

The situation was changing so quickly, and he had come with Lin Hao to
save the day. But now if he could kill Lin Hao once and for all, Lin Yan and Dao Yi
would definitely be a huge temptation.

Only Jun Wu Jing gave up, firstly he didn't know if Lin Hao would be able
to make a cut like the one he just made. Secondly he also didn't know that Lin
Yan and Dao Yi, didn't have the ability to make a final strike yet. Come to think
of it, even if the innate master was dying from serious injuries, the rank was still
there. And if once he couldn't kill all three in front of him today, then he and the
Jun family would be in huge trouble later ......

Thinking of this Jun Wu Jing smiled and shook his head, "Next time, look at
you old and weak. Wait until you return to Yanjing, okay, remember, you owe
me a favor ...... "After Jun Wu Jing said that, he left, well, at this moment he was
really leaving. He couldn't stay now, if he stayed any longer, Lin Hao and the
three of them would be wary of him, so he might as well just walk away and be
done with it ......

As soon as Jun Wu Jing left, Lin Leng came running over with dozens of
heavily armed mercenaries. Lin Leng ran over and saw Lin Yan staring at him,
he quickly said to Lin Yan in a cold sweat, "That master, I am with Lin Hao, don't
misunderstand ah, don't misunderstand don't misunderstand ......"

Lin Yan looked at Lin Hao and Lin Hao nodded his head. Then Lin Yan no
longer spoke, but a hint of relief rose in his heart. Yes, Lin Hao was actually able
to arrange someone like Lin Leng within the Lin Clan branch, which showed that
Lin Hao had prepared in his heart.

Lin Leng ran to Lin Hao and said, "Lin Cong Yun was blown up inside the
Sacred Mountain, and it's time for us to leave now, we must leave here
immediately, the European military is coming over, two regiments, it's
troublesome ......"

Lin Hao nodded, then looked deeply into the blasted and shattered
Sacred Mountain in front of him. This was a hundred years of Lin's branch's



savings ah, and just before today, it was a solid fortress. But now it was gone,
and it would disappear into history in the future.

A day and a night later, in one of Western Europe Lin's secret bases. Lin
Yan and Dao Yi were lying on the bed, both of their wounds had been stitched
up and there were infusion tubes all over their bodies. In fact, during the
evacuation yesterday, Lin Yan and Dao Yi had passed out in a coma that they
couldn't hold on to, and this coma was for a day and a night.

In a separate room, Lin Hao looked at Lin Yan who was lying in front of
him still in a coma, his eyes were incomparably complicated. This incident had
always been a hatred in his heart for Lin Yan. But the truth of the matter was
that Lin Yan had been suffering alone, suffering so much pain.

The door opened and a doctor walked in and stood behind Lin Hao, she
was going to change Lin Yan's medicine. Lin Hao took a deep breath and stood
up, looked at the unconscious Lin Yan and said to the doctor, "How long will it
take for him to wake up?"

The doctor respectfully replied, "Mr. Lin will probably take about two to
three more days, and his injury this time is really too serious. Even if he wakes
up, he'll have to receive treatment here for one to two weeks ......"

Lin Hao nodded and pushed the door and walked out, no longer hindering
the doctor from changing Lin Yan's medicine. After leaving Lin Yan's room, Lin
Hao went outside to the courtyard, this was a large private villa estate, security
here was not a problem. Mo Lao had already sent the most elite warriors.

After Lin Hao had just been in the courtyard for a while, Mo Lao's figure
walked in from outside. Mo Lao's eyes were filled with incomparable excitement,
success, Lin Hao had managed to save Lin Yan and the Lin Clan's branch had all
been destroyed. This was a huge success for Fei Yi West Fei Ai Di Dye. From
then on, within the Lin Clan, it was a bright and clear sky ......

Mo Yuntian got the news shortly after the war ended yesterday. He
arranged everything in Tianhai City and headed over here. And after Lin Hao
had gone through the war, no one would dare to trouble Shen Xiyan for a short
time.

Mo Lao was incomparably excited, just when he saw Lin Hao standing in
the courtyard, especially after he saw Lin Hao's complicated eyes and stunned



look. Mo Lao then put away the smile on his face, and a deep complexity rose in
his eyes as well.

Yes, Lin Yan had endured for more than a decade, but the damage he
had done to Lin Hao in those ten years wasn't just a little or two. How exactly Lin
Hao had been through all these years, Mo Lao knew it all too well. And now that
Lin Hao suddenly knew the truth of the matter, no collapse is a good thing ......
And not only did Lin Hao not collapse, but he also rushed to Western Europe to
save Lin Yan in the first place. It can be said that all the endings are good, but
only Lin Hao's is not, Lin Hao's heart has endured too much ......
Chapter errors, click here to report, after the report, the maintenance staff will
correct the chapter content within two minutes, please wait patiently.
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"Hey ...... "Thinking of this, Mo Lao sighed deeply, walked up to Lin Hao, reached
out and patted Lin Hao's shoulder heavily, and said incomparably complex, "Kid,
you're good! You've suffered all these years. Hey ......"

Lin Hao shook his head, "It's okay, it's all in the past, Grandpa Mo since
you're here, I'm leaving. I ...... don't know how to face him yet. I just asked the
doctor, and he still has two or three days before he wakes up. He is very
seriously injured ...... "The him that Lin Hao is talking about is naturally Lin Yan.

Mo Lao took a deep breath, and the complexity in his eyes grew even
more. He opened his mouth, but in the end, he didn't say anything else to
comfort him. There were some words that could only be said after Lin Yan had
sobered up and he went to talk to Lin Hao himself, and of course Lin Qingcheng.
So in the end, Mo Lao patted Lin Hao's shoulder heavily again, and then walked
inside ......

After waiting for Mo Lao to go in, Lin Hao left, and after leaving this
manor, Lin Hao looked for a high-end hotel that didn't close the closure of the
service Pa Pa Er whisk closed wrong. The first thing you need to do is to take a
look at the newest addition to the list.

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the video invitation you
received from Shen Xiyan. After Lin Hao connected, he saw that Shen Xiyan,



who was wearing a white nightgown, was sitting on the bed. Lin Hao smiled
when he saw Shen Xi Yan's face.

"Hubby, you did it ......" Shen Siyan smiled at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao nodded and asked to Shen Xi Yan, "Well, it's over, why aren't you
sleeping yet?"

Shen said, "I miss you, honey, you're not hurt, are you?"

Lin Hao shook his head: "No, your husband is so powerful, how could he
get hurt, don't worry, I really didn't lie to you this time, Grandpa Mo is already
here, don't believe me, go ask Grandpa Mo ......"

It was only when Shen Shi Yan heard Lin Hao say this that she felt greatly
relieved and nodded, "Mmhmm, that's good, that's good ......"

Lin Hao said to Shen Xiyan, "I booked a flight back tomorrow ......."

But Shen Shen was silent, she really wanted Lin Hao to go back now,
after all, it had only been a short time since they had been reunited. Lin Hao's
father had another incident like this. It was just that at this moment Shen Xiyan
didn't say anything, nor did she look happy.

When Lin Hao saw Shen Xiyan's expression like that, he frowned and
asked to Shen Xiyan, "What's wrong, Xiyan?"

Shen Xiyan took a deep breath and was silent for a while before she said
to Lin Hao, "Lin Hao, do you remember that thing I told you before you left?"

"Which thing?" Lin Hao subconsciously asked a question, but just after he
asked it, it came to his mind. Before he left, Shen Xiyan had told him that when
it was done, he should go find Shen Yutong and bring Shen Yutong back ......

It was just that right now after Lin Hao remembered this, he was silent.
What Shen Xiyan had told him was that she didn't mind if Shen Yutong also
stayed by Lin Hao's side, and that Shen Xiyan knew all about what had
happened between him and Shen Yutong.

As for Shen Yutong, a woman, Lin Hao's heart was also incomparably
complicated. Time and time again, Shen Yutong had helped him and Shen Xiyan



regardless of the consequences. And now even more so, for the sake of his and
Shen Siyan's happiness, he left the Heavenly Sea and came to Western Europe,
but also to marry Gong Ming ......

Lin Hao took a deep breath, his eyes were incomparably serious, and
after looking at Shen Xi Yan for a while, he asked Shen Xi Yan, "Xi Yan, are you
serious?"

Shen Xiyan nodded without hesitation, "Well, Lin Hao, I'm serious. Take
Sister Yu Tong back. I don't want her to be miserable for the rest of her life, I
don't mind, I really don't mind ...... Sister Yutong loves you so much ......"

Lin Hao was silent, and after hanging up the phone, Lin Hao fell into deep
contemplation. Regarding Shen Yutong's question, all along, he had
deliberately avoided it. But now Shen Yutong was about to get married to Gong
Ming. If he didn't make a choice again, there would be no more chances in the
future ......

Just if he went to Shen Yutong now, then how would he get along with
Shen Xiyan and Shen Yutong in the future? This problem was complicated and
troublesome for Lin Hao to figure out for a while ......
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A medium-sized city in the southwest of Western Europe's F country, where
Shen Yutong and Gong Ming's house was being built. The two will hold their
wedding here the day after tomorrow, the invitations for the wedding were sent
out, but of course neither of them sent them to their family and friends in China.
Including Shen Yutong as well, she didn't even send it to her father, Shen
Jiancheng. It's just that she's afraid that Shen Xiyan will find out about it, and
she doesn't want to disturb Shen Xiyan's marriage to Lin Hao ......

"Yuuki, our wedding is the day after tomorrow, are you really sure? If we
once held a wedding, after that you and he will never have a chance ...... "Villa
outside the service zero ground yiwu shade stained courtyard, Shen Yutong
stood under a sycamore tree dazed, distantly looking at the direction of Huaxia.



A black suit, handsome and dashing Gong Ming walked behind her, complex to
her said.

Shen Yutong nodded her head to withdraw her gaze that looked away,
turned around, smiled at Gong Ming and said, "Well, sure, Gong Ming since I
promised to marry you, that's a promise, I Shen Yutong will never regret it in my
life. And the day after tomorrow is our wedding, as well as our wedding
invitations, they are all spread all over the jewelry world in Europe, so you
should prepare for the wedding now ......"

Gong Ming took a deep breath and nodded, "Well, okay, then I'll go and
prepare for the wedding properly. Yu Tong, don't worry, I will definitely treat
you well in this life!" Gong Ming clenched his fist and spoke with a firm tone to
Shen Yutong.

Shen Yutong nodded with a smile, "Well, I believe you. From now on, the
two of us will be a family, right our wedding candies haven't been bought yet,
I'm going to buy some, and then buy some nice packing boxes, this is our
Huaxia custom, then I'm going ah ......"

Gong Ming looked at Shen Yutong's smile... but he really loved and loved
Shen Yutong. So he nodded and said, "Well, why don't I drive you there? ......"

Shen Yutong shook her head and said, "No, it's not that far, I'll just walk,
it's just as well to exercise ...... You just wait for me at home and see if there's
anything that's not ready for the wedding the day after tomorrow."

"Mm, good ...... "Gong Ming nodded, then Shen Yutong walked out of the
courtyard door, Gong Ming saw Shen Yutong walk away, he also turned around
and walked back to the house to go back to the house to set up his and Shen
Yutong's wedding room.

Five years, he had loved Shen Yutong in his heart for five whole years.
From the first time he met Shen Yutong five years ago, he had fallen in love with
her and couldn't help himself. So even though he, Gong Ming, was rich,
powerful, and handsome. But in these five years, he hadn't touched any woman
at all. It was only because he loved Shen Yutong in his heart!!!! And now he was
finally getting married to Shen Yutong. The five-year wish had finally come true,
and he was incomparably happy.



"Yutong, to be able to be with you in this life is my greatest happiness,
don't worry, although I can't give you a grand wedding like your sister Shen
Xiyan, but I will try to give you the best, and for the rest of my life, I will take
good care of you for the rest of my life, for the rest of my life ......" Gong Ming's
face raised a smile, thinking about the happy life he would have with Shen
Yutong in the future.

But the next moment when he reached the door, to open the door to
enter, suddenly heard a car behind the sound of rapid braking, and then Shen
Yutong's fear anxious scream ......

"Yuuki!" Gong Ming turned around sharply, and then saw on the road in
front of him, a black Mercedes Benz commercial vehicle stopped in front of
Shen Yutong, and then the four villains with black masks, grabbed Shen Yutong
into the vehicle, and then before he could react, the Mercedes Benz commercial
vehicle, with another rapid roar, flew straight away... ...

At this moment, Gong Ming really stupid, those unknown people robbed
Shen Yutong too short time, so short that he just just turned around, Shen
Yutong has been carried by those people into the car, then the car started, to
the distance at the fastest speed ......
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"Yuuki!!! No...... "After Gong Ming was stunned, his entire body was completely
insane at this moment! The next moment Gong Ming hurried to the garage and
drove a Bentley in the direction of the Mercedes Benz business car drove away
and chased after it. ......

The person who had robbed Shen Yutong was driving extraordinarily fast,
and Gong Ming, who was completely insane, was at the moment driving at an
extreme speed! He couldn't lose Shen Yutong, never, never, never! And he was
about to get married to Shen Yutong, having waited for five years, more than
1,600 days and nights ah, and now it could be said that Shen Yutong was robbed
right under his nose!!!!

"Ahhhhhh ...... "Gong Ming went completely nuts and just hit the gas
pedal! Driving the car in a wild chase, his speed had soared to over 200 mph in
just a few seconds, but Gong Ming was still accelerating, still accelerating, still
accelerating ！！！！



"Hello? A police station? My wife has been abducted, I am currently on
Queen Street, the car driven by the person who abducted my wife is a black
Mercedes commercial vehicle, the license plate number is ...... you guys track it
down quickly, quickly ！！！！" While driving the car with one hand, Gong Ming
took out his cell phone to call the local police (of course, Gong Ming was
speaking English).

Bang ...... suddenly was making a phone call while chasing after Gong
Ming, just after he had seen the shadow of the black Mercedes-Benz that had
taken Shen Yutong in front of him, just as he was about to catch up. Suddenly
another black Mercedes Benz appeared on the side of his car and it crashed
right into his car.

"Grass Nima! Straw!" Gong Ming was now in a heartbeat chasing after the
murderer who had robbed Shen Yutong, and was not at all prepared that
someone next to him would hit him at this time. Gong Ming subconsciously
turned his head to look, and then he noticed that the person in the Mercedes
Benz on his side was smiling at him ......

It was a European man with a scorpion tattooed on the side of his face
wearing an earring, and that man saw Gong Ming looking towards him, and then
he smiled wryly at Gong Ming. In the next moment, that person swung the
steering wheel, and the Mercedes crashed into Gong Ming's car again. ......

Bang ...... Bang ...... Gong Ming's car was knocked to the side of the road
and crashed into a guardrail. Only then did Gong Ming realize that the car next
to him at the moment was originally the same as the car that had robbed Shen
Yutong in front of him!!!!

"Grass!" Gong Ming cursed, now he was in a hurry, he just stepped on the
gas pedal and the car quickly rushed forward, only the Mercedes that hit him,
still didn't give up and caught up from behind. And there were blue flames
coming out of the exhaust vents in the back of that Mercedes, it was a souped
up car! The Mercedes stopped in front of Gong Ming's car at once ......

"Ahhhh ...... "Gong Ming shouted without the slightest intention of slowing
down, he directly hit it head on. One had to know that at the moment that
Mercedes and his own car were both extremely fast, what kind of consequences
would result from an impact at 200-300 mph? It could be said that if one wasn't
careful, both cars would end up in a car crash. But at this moment, Gong Ming is



already completely disregarding, the car in front of the car that robbed Shen
Yutong has driven further and further away. ......

A monstrous roar rang out in the next moment ...... and the entire body of
the Mercedes Benz that had been pestering Gong Ming's car flew off. This
violent impact also caused Gong Ming's head to hit the car window hard, and
suddenly Gong Ming's head was bleeding, and all the glass of Gong Ming's car
was directly shattered. Gong Ming's head and face were constantly bleeding,
but at this moment he didn't care anymore, and after crashing the car, he once
again went red-eyed and chased forward ......

And now after chasing after him for so long, Gong Ming and that
Mercedes Benz commercial vehicle had left the city and driven onto the road at
the edge of the city. The closer Gong Ming chased after the car, the faster his
speed became, only to see that he was about to catch up to the car in front of
him. Suddenly on a side road that Gong Ming didn't see, another black sedan
rushed out, the timing was perfect ......

Bang ...... There is no doubt that Gong Ming, who was unprepared, was
knocked out of the car by the sudden appearance of this ......

Two seconds later ......, Gong Ming's car fell to the ground. Gong Ming's
entire body had been drenched in blood. At this moment, in his blood red vision,
the Mercedes Benz in front of him had driven a kilometer or two away and
stopped, and then several more cars pulled up next to the car that had
kidnapped Shen Yutong. Gong Ming watched as those people, kidnapped Shen
Yutong to another car, and then that car, which he couldn't even read the brand
clearly, with Shen Yutong completely disappeared within his sight ......

"Ahhhhhhh ...... ...... "Gong Ming's mouth let out a roar of extreme despair,
and the next moment the car that had just hit him came down with two
Europeans.

They walked up to Gong Ming, a man with the same face tattooed with a
black scorpion, squatted down and said to Gong Ming in broken Chinese, "Mr.
Gong, don't waste your breath, go home and prepare to wait for our news, don't
worry, we only want money, we won't hurt your wife, and also, don't call the
police ......".



The scorpion man, with a sardonic smile on his face, reached out and
slapped Xi'er whisked Aiwu zero in Gong Ming's face, then threw him a cell
phone and left ......
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Inside the hotel where Lin Hao was staying in Western Europe H, Lin Hao was
still thinking about Shen Yutong on the balcony right now, and his men had just
sent him a message saying that Shen Yutong's wedding to Gong Ming was the
day after tomorrow.

"The day after tomorrow, are you going to marry Gong Ming?" Lin Hao
frowned deeply, it had been three hours since he had hung up the video with
Shen Xi Yan at this moment. And he just stood on the balcony by himself hair
shading Wu Pa Pa whisk er Xishi whisk stay for three hours. It's just that even
now, he still hasn't thought clearly, hasn't thought clearly what kind of feelings
he has in his heart for Shen Yutong. Was it a saving grace? Or is it something
else? Lin Hao doesn't know ......

"Hey ...... "Lin Hao sighed deeply, he who had never smoked much, lit a
cigarette and smoked deeply. Shen Yutong would only marry Gong Ming the
day after tomorrow, and he still had time to think about whether or not he
should go see her before Shen Yutong's wedding ......

Just as Lin Hao was thinking and dazing alone, suddenly there was the
sound of hurried footsteps outside the door, followed by a very urgent knock on
the door. Lin Hao's eyebrows furrowed as he walked to the door and opened it.
Then he saw Lin Leng standing outside the door with an anxious face.

Lin Hao's frown deepened and looked at Lin Leng, "What's wrong? Didn't
you go back to Africa? Why haven't you left?"

Lin Leng's face was pale, with cold sweat flowing down his face. He took a
few gulps of air, gulped down his spit and said to Lin Hao, "Lin Hao, something
big has happened, I just received news that Shen Yutong was kidnapped ten



minutes ago! Gong Ming went to chase after him, but he was hit and seriously
injured, and now Shen Yutong's whereabouts are unknown!!!"

"What? What did you say? Shen Yutong has been kidnapped?" Lin Hao's
face instantly changed and quickly grabbed Lin Leng's shirt collar to ask him.
Because just a moment ago, he was thinking about how he was going to handle
Shen Yutong's matter, thinking about whether or not he should go see Shen
Yutong before her wedding with Gong Ming. But right now it was hearing the
news of Shen Yutong's kidnapping again!

Lin Leng incomparably serious nodded his head: "Yes, the message is
true, I checked it three times. I called you but you didn't answer, so I rushed
over to find you. Lin Hao, as soon as I received the news, I immediately went to
send someone to investigate, but the other party did it too stealthily, and my
intelligence network has always been on the African side. Sorry, I couldn't find
out, so I had to come to you. Lin Hao, the other party was able to rob Shen
Yutong in broad daylight, right under Gong Ming's nose, it must be quite
powerful ......"

Lin Hao was anxious, and after thinking about it, he rushed to the house
to get his clothes and dragged Lin Leng to run downstairs. After running
downstairs, he drove to Gong Ming's place as fast as he could ......

Now Lin Hao was also completely anxious, he no longer thought about
how he should meet with Shen Yutong in the future. The priority now was to
rescue Shen Yutong!!!! Because Lin Hao was in a particular hurry, he was
driving the car himself at this moment, and his speed was instantly maxed out,
there were many Western European countries, but the area of this part of
Western Europe was very small, and the combined land area of the thirty or
forty countries in this Western Europe was about a quarter of the size of Huaxia.
Many Western European countries are just comparable to one province of
Huaxia. So right now, even though Lin Hao was no longer in F, it would take him
two to three hours to drive there.

Lin Hao raised his speed to the maximum, and the black car was like a
black phantom, speeding off into the distance. There was one good thing about
Western Europe, and that was that there was no speed limit and the highways
in Western Europe were extremely thickly built. As Lin Hao drove, he called Mo
Lao, after all these years Mo Lao has a layout on this side of Western Europe ......



And right now, in the secret stronghold where Lin Yan was recuperating,
Mo Lao was sitting by Lin Yan's bedside chatting with him. Yes, Lin Yan had
woken up! Not long after Lin Hao had left, he had woken up early, thanks to the
strength of Lin Yan's body and the fact that he was a long-established and
famous Gestapo, so he had recovered especially quickly. Even though he was
still unable to get out of bed and walk around, his consciousness had awakened.

When Lin Yan opened his eyes, he saw Mo Lao sitting by his bedside, Lin
Yan's eyes were incomparably complicated, and he looked at Mo Lao and said,
"Uncle Mo ...... Where is Hao'er ......"

The first thing Mo Lao heard Lin Yan say after he woke up was to ask
about Lin Hao. Mo Lao smiled and said to Lin Yan, "Little Yanzi, don't be anxious,
you hid the truth from Hao for more than ten years, although now he knows the
truth. But even so, he still has a grudge in his heart and is uncomfortable. He's
gone, he should be returning to Huaxia soon now, don't be anxious, there are
some things that come slowly, and the fact that he was able to save you at the
last minute this time shows that he has already forgiven you in his heart ah ......"
Mo Lao very patiently comforted Lin Yan.

After all, Lin Yan was still in a state of serious injury, and it was best not to
give him any excitement in this state.

Lin Yan fell silent as he listened to Mo Lao's words, a tear slipping silently
from the corner of his eye. Even though he was awake at the moment. But in his
mind were still all the scenes from before when Lin Hao appeared behind Lin
Xiaoyun to save him at the last moment of his life and death ......
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That scene was deeply touched and moved within even a worldly lord like Lin
Yan. It just felt like there was endless hot blood surging. Especially since Lin Hao
had actually broken through to the innate, and was a Gestalt of the Celestial
Sea, a Gestalt that wasn't even remotely weaker than Jun Wu Jing once he
broke through!!!!

Mo Lao looked at Lin Yan's tearful silence and couldn't help but sigh
deeply again, reaching out and patting the back of Lin Yan's hand, "Hey, you
just take care of your injuries. Hao'er has really suffered a lot these years, Little
Yanzi, there's something I don't know if I should say. I knew about your



relationship with Rouge back then. And this time, when you traveled west to kill
your way up to the Sacred Mountain, I also know that you already had a death
wish in your heart, you didn't think of going back alive, right?"

Lin Yan didn't say anything and continued to be silent. Only his eyes were
darkened a bit this time, because Mo was right, that was the plan he had in
mind to do before he went west. Was he considered a good father? No, not
really, he had kicked Lin Hao out of the house when he was a young child and
had been using various methods to toughen Lin Hao over the years. Although
he had his reasons, but Lin Hao had indeed gone through too many trials and
tribulations over the years ......

At this moment, although Lin Yan doesn't speak, Mo Lao still continues,
"Little Yanzi, you want to go down to find Rouge, let this matter go. Hao'er and
Qingcheng have been fatherless all these years! You owe it to these two
children, what a good boy. You're a son and a daughter, get rid of that thought
in your heart, Hao'er will be in trouble after he returns to China this time, you
have to escort him too? You, as a father, owe him really, too much ah ......"

Mo Lao tone somewhat sad, Lin Yan eyes groundless brush Yi Shan dye Yi
Xi love sound of tears more ......

Just as Mo Lao was about to continue advising Lin Yan, his cell phone
suddenly rang. Mo Lao took out his phone and took a look at it and said to Lin
Yan, "It's Hao'er calling from ......."

After speaking to Lin Yan, Mo Lao picked up the phone and was just about
to speak when Mo Lao picked it up. Lin Hao's incomparably urgent voice came
from the other end of the phone, "Grandpa Mo, I have an urgent matter, I have a
most important friend named Shen Yutong, she is also the sister of Xi Yan, she
has just been kidnapped in F country, I need your help, it's urgent, it's very
urgent ......"

After hearing Lin Hao's words, Mo Lao's face also changed dramatically
and quickly said, "Hao'er, what's going on? You information more to me, we
Lin's main vein in the Western Europe side of the force is not much, and the day
before yesterday a battle, the elite forces are all dead. After all, the Western
European side is the territory of the branch, if later on, when your father
integrated those intelligence networks of the branch, it will be more convenient.
But right now, we don't have enough manpower ah, don't worry, I'll think of a
way ......"



While Mo Lao was anxiously speaking, his phone was suddenly snatched
up by Lin Yan beside him: "Hao'er, this is Lin Yan, don't panic, go to the place of
the accident right now. I'll instantly give you the opportunity to integrate our Lin
Clan, all the forces on this side of Western Europe!"

Mo Lao listened to Lin Yan's words, having a stunned look. And it wasn't
just Mo Lao, Lin Hao, who was on the other side of the phone at the moment,
was the same, he didn't expect Lin Yan to have woken up right now and opened
up to him. After Lin Hao on the other side of the phone heard Lin Yan's words, he
was silent for a while before he said, "Well, good ......."

Lin Hao hadn't figured out how to face Lin Yan yet, so he simply said a
couple of words and hung up the phone.

When Lin Hao hung up the phone, Lin Yan returned the phone to Mo Lao,
and the next moment Lin Yan sat up from the bed, directly removed the syringe
on the back of his hand, and said to Mo Lao, "Uncle Mo, help me issue the Lin
Clan's 47th generation head order. Three hours later, Huaxia tomorrow morning,
at ten o'clock in the morning here,my son, Lin Hao, will take over as the head of
the Huaxia Lin Clan, the 48th generation!"

Lin Yan descended beneath the hospital bed, with a monstrous
momentum rising from his body, his face was heavy, and he said in a serious
tone, "From tomorrow onwards, all the people of the Lin Clan in Unearth,
regardless of the main branch, regardless of intelligence, warfare, finance, real
estate, etc., are all handed over to my son Lin Hao to take charge ......."

"From tomorrow onwards, the final decision making power on any matter,
big or small, in the Lin Clan will all be in the hands of my son, Lin Hao ......"

"From tomorrow, my son's will is the will of all the Lin Clan's clansmen!"

"From tomorrow onwards,my son's direction is all the direction of the Lin
Clan's gate!"

"From tomorrow onwards,my son's ambitions are all the ambitions of the
Lin Clan!"

"From tomorrow onwards, the Lin Clan, all of it, is in charge of my son, Lin
Hao!!!" ......



Inside the secret room, Lin Yan said one sentence at a time, his tone
serious and solemn. Although he was not within the Huaxia Lin Ancestral
Residence at this moment, and neither was Lin Hao, but Lin Yan was at this
moment, handing over all the power of the Lin Clan to Lin Hao!!!!

Mo Lao, who was standing beside Lin Yan, was incomparably excited as
he listened to Lin Yan's words that were handed over to him, only feeling his hot
blood surging ......

And at this moment, as if the heavens were feeling something, when Lin
Yan, the generational master of the thousand year old Chinese Gate, spoke the
words that allowed Lin Hao to inherit. The sky outside, at this moment, was all
wind and clouds, and the weather outside was unpredictable in a short period of
time ......
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